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Vision
A game changer - Rethinking human values
It is all connected. We live in the same circle.
With its 'values', humanity has brought the environment into such an imbalance that it will cause its own extinction.
Natural resources are limited, and renewable only to some point.
As a humanity we are already behind this limit. If we do not act at once as ‘NO WE WON’T’ movement, consequences will be grave!
Unless YOU AND YOU AND YOU are ready for drastic change - preservation of natural world, from governments of the states to each individual - global society.
No, we will no longer harm Earth is THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY ON EARTH.
NO WE WON’T movement of climate nano transformers. We have definitely entered a new phase of planetary history - the Anthropocene epoch.
We live in chaos where a small change can give rise to a big tidal wave. So we are butterflies. With a simple movement like that of a wrong flapping of a wing,
we can give a rise to a tornado somewhere else. Be a butterfly of NO WE WON’T movement and make an effect towards balanced earth.
The circle is closing. We are at the end or at beginning. At end of insane like hardware development and at the beginning of software primary green beautiful life.
As Morpheus then offers Neo two options: “You take the blue pill — the story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe whatever you want to believe.
You take the red pill — you stay in Wonderland, and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes.”
There should be 7. 7 billion climate nano transformations starting right now. We launched ours.
Each individual must ask themselves what really matters and prepare for the radical changes in their daily lives. Are you ready?
If you are, than invent your own climate nano transformation and join the NO WE WON’T movement.
Become climate nano transformer and change your course towards balanced humanity on Earth, today!
The vision is that every single human being on our planet should half of its all
life and work engage, connect

So urban & rural life style as we know should be abandoned by 2050. Smart green urban & rural biodiverse life should take place.
Process of urbanization in all, and especially developing countries should be immediately reversed by
towards total global preservation of wild, pristine and untouched with emphasis on smart habitation1.
Wildlife and green-eco-friendly human communities must be invented.
No more building or expanding cities.
No more urban orientated jobs.
1

Batista D., Jermančič D., ©Personal Biodiversity Unit - PBE invention, base for new world order ©Balanced Coexistism,
new standard of life, special new form of architecture, life style and work standard, 2019.
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Are
you ready

?

Are you ready to admit that all we are looking for
as westerners | easterners, what we defined as good and valuable,
is quite an unprecedented opposite?
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Are you ready?

We ask you, politician, businessman, information technician, travel agent, artist, medical nurse, doctor, scientist, engineer,
public administrator, teacher, architect, movie star are you ready to become a balanced - environmentally friendly (sustainable) inhabitant of the planet?
A farmer or half-farmer, gardener or half-gardener, keeper of green, preserver of life?
Are you ready to redesign your daily life to sustain yourself not exclusively with money but also in natural way?
Because only this will harm the Earth as much as the planet can replace. We overpopulated human species of 7. 7 billion are causing the problem
and therefore we must be the solution ourselves. 7. 7 billion people is climate change and nothing else.
Are the world nations really prepared for taking the path towards balanced - environmentally friendly (sustainable) life?
Because are you really ready?
Are you ready to live without electricity every second day?
Are you ready to live as four member’s family with 300 litres of water for 14 days?
Because this is sustainable. Are you ready to drink blood from your cow instead of killing it? 2 Because only this is balanced - environmentally friendly.
Success, development, economic growth, profit, family, mass media, telecommunication, transport, traveling, etc.
Are you ready not to?
Are you ready not to be successful? Are you ready not to develop? Are you ready not to make profit? Are you ready not to have children?
Are you ready not to hear any news anymore? Are you ready to live without computer? Are you ready not to consume anything which needs any transport?
Are you ready to stop traveling for all kind of purposes?
ARE YOU TRULY READY?
It is not a simple math.
As one of today’s most ‘successful’ architect would say,
‘we have the same limited amount of the real estate and that is planet Earth’. 3
Unfortunately he is not right.

This very same ‘real estate’ needs to provide fresh air,
clean water and healthy food. Because at the end of the day that is all one human being needs for survival.
Human being really doesn't need Amazon (corporate), no car, no money, maybe just another healthy (COVID-19 free) fellow human being,
but for the most part it needs a balanced interaction with nature.
2
Omo: Local tribes under threat, field report The Oakland Institute, 2013.
<https://www.oaklandinstitute.org/sites/oaklandinstitute.org/files/OI_Report_Omo_Ethiopia.pdf>
Batista, Dominika. Omo valley territories; Masai vs Mursi, Suri, Hamer, Karo, Arbore tribe’s aesthetics, one of the few left Earth sustainable population. Lecture, 2016.
Shea, Niel, photo Olon Randy. Africa’s last frontier; Ethiopia’s Omo Valley is still a place ruled by ritual and revenge. But change is coming, from upriver. Article. National Geographic magazine, Mar 2010.
< https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2010/03/omo-river/>
3 Ingels, Bjarke. "The One Thing We All Share is Planet Earth", video interview from Louisiana Channel. ArchiDaily, 14:00 - 22 December, 2016 by Patrick Lynch.
< https://www.archdaily.com/802100/bjarke-ingels-the-one-thing-we-all-share-is-planet-earth>
© 2020 Earth Like Me | No We Won't movement | All Rights Reserved
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7. 7 billion CLIMATE NANO TRANSFORMERs
As soon as we are born, the destructive cycle of ecological footprint caused to the planet begins.
At this moment almost all of 7. 7 billion people are destroying the planet one way or the other.
Fifty years ago the number was 3.03 billion people.
At that time some scientists already realized how many people would be balanced - environmentally friendly (sustainable) to live on our planet.
How much meat mass can be sustained with green mass.
Book was written but nobody cared! The Population Bomb4 is a best-selling book written by Stanford University Professor Paul R. Ehrlich,
who half a century ago predicted destruction of the natural world that sustain all life on the Earth. In 2017 Ehrlich and colleagues concluded that the combination of high
population and high consumption by the rich, are driving a sixth mass extinction of biodiversity, upon which civilisation depends for clean air, water and food.
In 2009 Sir David Attenborough made movie How Many People Can Live on Planet Earth?5
Politicians needed 10 years to invite him to powerful - ‘world destroyer’ economic forum in Davos,
because they thought it was necessary to talk about climate crisis, not about how rich are destroying the planet.
I believe that climate acts in bigger cycles, that today’s science can predict.
Are you ready to understand that ‘Having children is the most destructive thing a person can do to the environment’,
according to a new study?6 Because this is just the next human with 60-90 years
day-to-day impacts, harnessing and changing biophysical environment, destruction of the ecosystems, biodiversity and natural resources.
Are you ready?
Because the truth is much gloomier as we can even comprehend.
Escape is not possible.
Check about thinking and research of Timothy Morton,
claiming that ecological awareness in the present Anthropocene era takes the form of a strange loop or Möbius strip,
twisted to have only one side, in the book Dark Ecology: For a Logic of Future Coexistence.7
The circle is closing and the humanity is at the end or the beginning.
Only because there are too much of us - human species. Falling total fertility rate should be welcomed. With our uncontrolled multiplication, ‘A landmark report in May 2019 said
human society was in jeopardy from the accelerating decline of the Earth’s natural life-support systems, with 1 million species of plants and animals at risk of extinction.’8
Shall we all start and go to live life in caves? It would be the best for planet Earth.
Or may we continue to be wealthier, prosperous, big happy families and
in a few centuries self-destruction is as sure as the sun rises every morning.

4
Ehrlich, Paul R. The Population Bomb. Sierra Club/Ballantine Books, 1968.
Attenborough, Sir David. ‘How many people can live on Planet Earth’? Documentary movie 50 min, The British Broadcasting Corporation BBC, Horizon* Series 46: 2009–2010.
6 Wynes, Seth and Nicholas, Kimberly A. The climate mitigation gap: education and government recommendations miss the most effective individual actions. Environmental Research Letters, Volume 12, Number 7, 2017.
< https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aa7541/pdf>
7 Morton, Timothy. Dark Ecology: For a Logic of Future Coexistence (The Wellek Library Lectures). Columbia University Press, 2016.
8 Various scientist. ‘Frightening’ number of plant extinctions found in global survey, article. The Guardian, by Carrington, Damian, Environment editor. @dpcarrington, Mon 10 Jun 2019 16.00 BST
< https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/10/frightening-number-of-plant-extinctions-found-in-global-survey>
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Why
movement
NO WE WON’T?
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Why movement ‘NO WE WON’T’ is crucial?
It is all inter-connected.
We live in the same circle with phenomena called nature, the phenomena of the physical world collectively, including plants, animals, the landscape,
and other features and products of the earth, as opposed to humans or human creations.
Human lack of respect for natural world is immense. Circle it is closing fast and furious.
Alarming researches have been published daily, latest pandemic of COVID-19 is a serious reminder,
and 7. 7 billion climate nano transformations towards balance on Earth must start now, with simple genius solutions.

Humans can do all of state-of-the-art developments, cutting edge devices, techniques or sciences.
But it is high time to say

No we won’t.

No, we will no longer harm Earth.
We have chosen so, because we know it would be harmful for our planet and consequently to us.

With this

manifesto we declare

+
7

fights | revolutions - F | R

for three + paramount resources
that we need to
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7+ paramount fights | revolutions

F|r
for
fresh air
Humanity is only 200 000 years old,
and IN 260 years we ruined global air quality by two thirds.
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Fight | revolution for fresh air
Earth in chaos: 91% of the world’s population lives in places where air pollution exceeds WHO guideline limits.
Latest data shows steep rises in CO2 for seventh year. Before the industrial age began, the CO2 concentration was around 280 parts per million (ppm).
Last year (2019) we faced another human disastrous achievement 411 ppm.
In COVID-19 times air pollution drastically dropped. We should and we can sustain such positive change.
Humanity is only 200 000 years old, and in 260 years we ruined global air quality by two thirds. At 1000 to 2000 ppm, the air quality is low.
From 2000 to 5000 ppm, CO2 concentration starts to cause problems like headaches, insomnia and nausea.
You can calculate yourself, when the grand-grandsons of yours will face choking.
The Arctic region plays an important role in regulating the world’s climate. But we are also loosing Arctic as we know it.
Since the start of the satellite era in 1979, the summer Arctic has lost 40% of its extent and up to 70% of its volume.
Green New Deal by Thomas Friedman in 2007 was a start.
Green New Deal Resolution followed in 2019, but is far from enough.
The biggest polluters are fuel combustion vehicles, oil/coal power plants, manufacturing factories, mines, oil refineries,
municipal/agricultural waste sites, waste incineration/burning, residential cooking, heating and lighting with polluting fuels.
All of 7. 7 billion of us must say No we won’t.
Even one flight emits as much CO2 as many people do in a year, aviation sector as one of the biggest polluters, is not willing to downsize it.
Until COVID-19 times. New International agreement should limit two air flights per person per year.
New airports continue to open and new routes are being added to airline schedules.
Architects, planners, you must reject projects for new airports!
Mediterranean coast cities are fighting cruise ships. Not radical enough.
Call for historical radical changes: Cruise ships should be worldwide permanently anchored in the land of ownership
and retrained to new places to accommodate the population without residence. We trade luxury, for necessity.
Car industry should be downsized by international agreement by possession of maximum two cars in lifetime per person on Earth, driving only every second day.
Speed limit on green new roads should not exceed 70 km/h worldwide.
Solar energy vehicles should become the cheapest and most affordable energy on Earth.
Solar-pedal-hybrid vehicles should be priority development worldwide. Electric cars are no future,
because batteries will give Earth unprecedented damage.

© 2020 Earth Like Me | No We Won't movement | All Rights Reserved
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F|r
for
clean water
Developed states should send convoys of water experts
TO underdeveloped countries to help remedy poor water management
and assist in establishing ecological management of
water cycles and resources.
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fight | revolution for clean water
Water is life.
Earth in chaos: Oceans, rivers, lakes, wetlands, underground freshwater all are suffering from different human causes.
Eutrophication - excessive richness of nutrients which causes algal blooms.
Climate emergency increasing water temperature, results in the death of many aquatic organisms and disrupt many marine habitats.
Coral reefs are bleaching!
Atmospheric water pollution is happening daily, water particles mix with carbon dioxide sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, and forms a weak acid.
Corrodes and leakages of underground storage tanks affect surrounding soil and groundwater we drink.
Oceans are polluted by oil on a daily basis from oil spills, routine shipping, run-offs and dumping.
Nuclear waste is produced from industrial, medical and scientific processes that use radioactive material.
Three are also industrial waters, marine dumping sewage and wastewater.
We all witness the dramatic damage of plastic waste in oceans around the world,
of bottled water sales continue to grow!
Money greed kills us alive.
My experience: I’m coming from the country where water sources are excellent, and water from the taps is drinkable everywhere.
But quarter of the world’s population is affected with extreme water stress.
In sub-Saharan country that I live now, there is no drinkable water from taps.
Water for house use comes from municipality sources to houses once a week or once in 14 days.
Water management in this sub Saharan state is completely underdeveloped,
and the use of plastic is far beyond sustainability.
Call for historical radical changes: No more ocean transports except for fishing!
The ancient cities had already invented a solution, because everywhere they had fountains for drinking water made of stone.
The whole plastic bottle manufacturing industry should shift to the production of long-term organic drinking water infrastructure.
The construction industry with architectural designers should be trained to implement simple functional fountains.
A new standard of living should be introduced for plumbing and kitchen equipment that would drain sewage contaminated with cleaning chemicals
separately from non-chemically contaminated water. This water can be used for watering gardens.
Developed states should send convoys of water experts to underdeveloped countries to help remedy poor water management
and assist in establishing ecological management of water cycles and resources. Who will fund it? The ten richest people from every country.
Prevention before treatment is essential to curb disease, famine crises and migration patterns due to water scarcity.
Who will fund it? Military corporations by selling all weapons to its states that will have to destroy them.

© 2020 Earth Like Me | No We Won't movement | All Rights Reserved
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f|r
for
healthy food
UN

The
should immediately add a formal decision and
a ratified agreement in the collection of treaties between countries banning the
export of food with very few exceptions globally.
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fight | revolution for healthy food
Earth in chaos: In parts of the world people eat poisonous food, over-processed food, eat generally too much and producing too much of it,
on the other parts hunger and malnutrition are visible in an acute form.
Each year, livestock produces billions of tonnes of excrement, because of unappropriated animal farming. It’s poisoning the natural world over acceptable limits.
I recommend all Heads of State to watch the documentary In Search of Balance (2016), to help you get started on a sustainable food production revolution.
Humanity is torturing numerous animal species to bring on its plates. Chicken is the queen of the world! Cow is the queen of the world. Pigs are kings of the world!
My experience: It literally made me sick when I saw expensive cherries from Chile in the market in mid-January in Ljubljana (Slovenia),
when daytime temperatures were below zero degrees Celsius. There is a long season of local cherry production in Slovenia.
What incompetent and imbecile government ministries allow such devastating imports and transports!?
Buy local - seasonal - unpacked food - live healthy!
Call for historical radical changes: All global food production should be excluded from the import - export network for profit
and each country should start to rely on its own food production.
Global food import - exports should be the first of the banned products in favour of sustainability,
in particular long-distance food transport.

UN

The
should immediately add a formal decision and
a ratified agreement in the collection of treaties between countries banning the export of food with very few exceptions globally.
These internationally agreed measures will encourage countries to achieve more sustainable production.
This will be followed by the automatic elimination of huge monocrop plantations and intensive livestock industries.
By 2030, the intensive livestock industry needs to be restructured into environmentally friendly farm family estates.
Countries should accept in 2020, that meat or fish can be ordered in restaurants only twice a week.
Meat or fish can only be purchased twice a week at a personally assigned butcher shop or fish market.
Unfortunately, nature, the environment and animals can no longer be exploited to infinity,
there is simply no longer this freedom!
Over populated humanity has done it all to itself.
Positive nano changes will start happening, one cow will be gradually replaced by a vegetable-fruit-legumes garden,
and step by step towards a complete transformation of the food industry, dietary habits to biodiversity in food production.
The following positive side effects, such as reduction of packaging (waste).
Consumption of all types of fuels for agriculture and fertilizers and antibiotics will drop. As well there will be no more harmful transport of animals.
Food traveling from farm to table needs to be simplified to the maximum and accordingly airplane, ship and truck industries will gradually decline.

© 2020 Earth Like Me | No We Won't movement | All Rights Reserved
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f|r
against
damaging
economics

international law should oblige every country to have an executive law that
allows only one happy job per person.
Profit is forbidden.
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fight | revolution against damaging economics
Earth in chaos: Our world economy prefers to dominate over serving the people, which is why
economics is generally proclaimed the failed discipline of the century.
Money laundering accounts for as much as 2-5% of the world's global economy, of which it is a part, and banks are its largest corrupt players.
News that Deutche Bank started to cut jobs with 18000 at risk, really baffled me.
“Too many resources went to businesses where we do not compete to win” says chief executive.
A victory over what? One suitcase of printed paper more called money?
Because he only has to worry about winning back fresh air, healthy food and enough water.
But, on the other hand, does a balanced Earth really need so many banking people?
The World Bank and IMF are in crisis.
Nearly half of global wages received by top 10% and bottom half of all workers are paid only 6% of total pay, says International Labour Organization.
Only to cut the lowest and highest values on the diagram of huge wages unbalance, would prevent biggest world humanitarian crises.
Global unemployment is near to 212 million (before COVID-19 times),
and International Labour Organization warns of mounting social unrest amid income inequality and high youth unemployment.
The published fact that Silicon Valley rents a bunk bed in a house full of other bunk beds for 1200 dollars a month really proofs Silicon Valley gets high.
LSD micro abuses have become the new normal
because everyone wants a small dose of LSD to lead him to a billion-dollar idea that the world doesn't need.
Is this the pinnacle of liberal economics?
It's time to push a radical new vision to erase seven sins of capitalism:
amorality, inequality, poverty, externalization,
gross domestic product, private property, and usury.
My experience: In my country, the average unemployment rate has been 7.05% in the last two decades.
However, I have many colleagues who have two jobs.
Personal greed of people or illusion of being successful when they have two or more jobs is deeply rooted.

Appropriate technology is teaching us of enoughness.9
Call for historical radical changes: International law should oblige every country to have an executive law
that allows only one happy job per person.
Profit is forbidden.
Invisible financial instruments, mediums of exchange, loans, stocks, bonds are forbidden! As source of speculation are the origin of all evil.
The potential difference in financial income should not be greater than 700 times among all the richest and poorest people in the world.
All high tech giants should also be broken down into smaller, environmentally friendly businesses.
New normal should be - it is impossible to become a millionaire / billionaire. New normal should be no more speculative and manipulative stock markets.

9

Schumacher, Ernst F. Small Is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered. Harper Perennial, 1973.
© 2020 Earth Like Me | No We Won't movement | All Rights Reserved
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F | R against
damaging
politicians &
politics

On a weekly basis, we will
address the leaders /
dictators, the tech giants
and the wealthy around the
world to put forward the
ideas that work.
Follow them!

A lot of present world leaders are civilized dried up, intellectual empty,
emotionally discoloured,
and backed by billionaire oligarchs.
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fight | revolution against damaging politicians and politics
Earth in chaos: Many newly elected leaders are malicious, so we can conclude that the voters they elect are equal to them.
I am deeply convinced that the pollution has already caused damage to their intelligence, to their white matter in the brain.
We breathe in 10,000 litters of polluted air a day which enters the brain along the olfactory nerves from the nose to the brain,
or they get into the blood and consequently reduces intelligence.
The Russian act of turning a beluga whale into a weapon is the last phase of a political nervous breakdown.
A lot of present world leaders are civilized dried up, intellectual empty, emotionally discoloured, and backed by billionaire oligarchs,
the ultra-rich are benefiting from disaster capitalism as institutions, rules and democratic oversight implode.
Governments and firms in 28 countries are being sued over climate breakdown.
Researchers reveal that more than 1,300 legal actions over global heating was brought since 1990.
Environment journalists get killed for their work.
There is often no audit on the world’s extractive industries. When reporters provide that check they are put in danger.
Rich countries are still trying in every possible way to take advantage of the poor countries. Where to?
They are still unaware that it will all come back to them with a drastic negative effect, since we are part of the same circle.
Congratulations to Malaysia for sending 100 tonnes of plastic waste back to Australia.
Europe is ignoring ecological breakdown by billions of euros spent on supporting intensive meat and dairy industries,
which have shown no drop in emissions since 2010. Our leaders are ignoring global warming to the point of illegal neglectfulness. It's unpardonable.
Top oil firms spending millions for lobbying to block climate change policies. Climate science deniers, climate sceptics.
Do they not realize it is finished, that is time to give up? COVID-19 times will teach them something.
The largest global intelligence headquarters opens in Berlin in 2019.
You cannot even be half-intelligent to support such a project. 12 years, EUR 1 billion for construction and 6,500 spy agency staff.
With what sustainable goal? Who will pay them for their work?
Taxpayers by being involved against their will in this malicious circle. Angela Merkel said "so that millions of Germans can live in safety"’?!?
The countries still think is the old fashioned way that they can exercise surveillance and control.
Google's technology giant, whose main clients are military and intelligence agencies, is acting as if it were a country within a country with special privileges,
and helps the country spy on us.
It is a big illusion. Only the nature is controlling us.

Call for historical radical changes: It is high time to listen to philosopher Slavoj Žižek in his newest book Pandemic! COVID-19 Shakes the World: “… a new form
of communism may be the only way of averting a descent into global barbarism.”10 World desperately needs new order.

10

Žižek, Slavoj. Pandemic! COVID-19 Shakes the World, OR Books, 2020.
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f|r
for stopping
destruction Of
natural
environment
All the worlds’ national parks, wildlife sanctuaries
and rainforests including all of Arctic and Antarctic
should be strictly protected through UN.
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fight | revolution for stopping destruction
of natural environment

Earth in chaos: Polluting the planet may became as condemned as a slavery was and
collapse of civilisation is on the horizon, Sir David Attenborough is saying.
Humanity has removed 60% of vertebrates (animals with spines), since 1970, among all animals on the planet.
This huge loss is alarming. Henderson Island is an uninhabited coral atoll located halfway between New Zealand and Peru in the south eastern Pacific Ocean.
Considered an environmental "gem" by UNESCO, the island's beaches are now strewn with an estimated 18 tons of plastic garbage
or 38 million pieces of plastic – the highest density of plastic debris ever recorded.
In the Philippines, an autopsy on a dead whale by a marine biologist removed 28 kilograms of plastic from stomach.
But the deadliest news about the plastic pollution is that birds’ eggs in high Arctic
contain chemical additives used in plastics and micro plastics have been found in human faeces for the first time.
Tipping points and long-term impacts like melting glaciers of Antarctica faster than ever, rising sea levels,
deep heat in the Arctic Ocean has risen and is now melting the ice from below.
Collapse of West Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets, collapse of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation,
record sea temperature levels, human emissions of greenhouse gases, catastrophe for humanity.
Ireland’s afforestation meets resistance, because a selection of wrong kind of tree presents harmful industrial monoculture and losing of indigenous landscape.
Most likely because of lack of careful stewardship grounded in sound biodiversity science and implemented in collaboration by local communities.
Unfortunately this is only the lid of Pandora’s box.
Producers, designers, shoppers!
Think twice before you produce or buy. Wake up from mass hypnosis!
No more conquering the last wild habitats
and insane harmful exploitation of natural resources.
Let us distribute properly what we have.
Do not become climate migrants!

© 2020 Earth Like Me | No We Won't movement | All Rights Reserved
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My experience: In a sub-Saharan city with about 300,000 people, where I have lived for 5 years now,
the whole city had a narrow window to become sustainable.
Unfortunately, all government decisions in the name of "development" go in the wrong direction.
University campuses are cutting down hundreds of years old prime trees, formerly enjoyable shady promenade campuses becoming car-run campuses.
The city's beautiful streets are becoming wide asphalt roads that go nowhere, and cars are preferred over pedestrians.
Sidewalks for walking on new roads do not exist. 12 storey skyscrapers are being built all over the city, without completion.
It is their habit to live in a pretty green atrium, no one knows and wants to use the higher floors.
But fortunately the community still lives in ancient ways, slaughtering animals in the yard, bringing live chickens to the office, eating very traditional food.
The city could become one of the first truly sustainable in the world with appropriate advanced knowledge.
They don’t want to be advised, they think they know, they insanely think they will become Dubai.
One of my ideas was to design completely new concept of green streets - ‘Livestock breeders’ paths & Herd’s green traffic corridors‘where one lane is reserved for herds of beautiful Ankole-Watusis and camels that walk in the shade of trees every day.
All other working animals horses and donkeys are also all the time present on the city transport network.
Citizens should be always aware that their lives depend on them, and for visitors this is ‘par excellence’ attraction.
There are still those advantages that the developed world has lost.
Agriculture is still very organic, with no industrial production of food and no live animal long transport.
City gets fresh meat every day.
The urban pattern could be developed through beautiful indigenous architectural patterns,
with a fruit tree in the yard that would lead people to continue their sustainable lives.
Unfortunately, the previous government dictated the construction of at least 4 storey condominium residential buildings,
which has a catastrophic negative ecological footprint. Plumbing in the city does not even work on the ground,
so 4 or more stories of the building have no water.
Sewage is usually channelled into seasonal rivers. The mismanagement of sub-tropical urban space goes sky high with no safety distances.
It looks like city is running towards disaster. The devastation of beautiful African rural landscapes across the country is taking place at great speed,
building roads through sensitive village landscapes.
The uninhabited valleys, which should be protected as national parks, are losing their originality, character and sustainability.
And Europe is funding this devastation.
Call for historical radical changes: All the existing worlds’ national parks, wildlife sanctuaries and rainforests

UN

including all of Arctic and Antarctica should be strictly protected through
. Beside them all 2020 leftovers of wild should be protected immediately.
These areas should be owned by Planet Earth and all humans’ activities there are strictly forbidden.
No world country does not have right to apply there its own policies. And states may retain the rights to establish new ones.
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f|r
against harmful
built
environment

No new natural site may not be sacrificed for one new building or any kind of
construction from now (2020) on.
Not on the land not on the sea not in the air.
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fight | revolution against harmful built environment
Earth in chaos: “The construction industry accounts for about one-third of gross capital formation.
Governments have major roles as clients, regulators and owners of construction companies.
The industry is consistently ranked as one of the most corrupt: large payments to gain or alter contracts and circumvent regulations are common,
” wrote Charles Kenny in the 32 pages long World Bank Documents & Reports document.11
The leading politicians did not make even one good move after 2008 Global Financial Crisis which was in realty real estate crisis.
More than 100 cities have emerged across Asia and Africa since the early 2000s. The villages, however, remained abandoned.
State projects of giant dams and irrigated sugar plantations mean people in the lower Omo Valley will cope with starvation and conflict. Think where this unwise government
decisions of new constructions are leading. Not towards progress and development, that’s passé. The tribal people around the world expressed their desire only to be left alone.
Tribal people on the planet are the only ones who probably have a positive ecological footprint and do no harm to Earth. Although concrete gave us in history some of the most
daring and beautiful structures, it is declared as: the most destructive material on Earth. There is no more water and no more sand or gravel left.
My doctoral thesis was basically about virtual architectural design at the end of the second millennium. But when you are young ambitious architect you need
to materialize your ideas, because this part is the most intriguing and fascinating. My prediction for next generations is that this fun and also painful part should be over.
My waking up call was in 2011. I should not do new, I should renovate. In 2014, we launched the national project Architecture - let's not build a new one, but let's renovate recycling of 466 344 houses and presented it to the government. I witnessed in real the start of construction of desert cities new Algiers and new Cairo. There is nothing sustainable
in this constructions and no such thing as housing crises. This is to turn a blind eye to make a profit and avoid solving the right problems.
Call for historical radical changes:

The clients, consultant engineers and architects, financiers, insurers, a main contractors and scores of subcontractors
should become immediately a part of movement ‘No we won’t’.
Who are the ‘experts’ who call for a ban on glass skyscrapers to save energy? They definitely do not see the big picture. Only banning all structures will help us survive.
Only existing built fond of properties should be programmatically balanced.
Empty properties on one side and homeless people on the other is common situation in different countries.
No more artificial islands, no new cities, no new energy and transportation infrastructures, no new International Space Stations.
No more EXPO exhibitionist architecture! No more new Olympic Games constructions.
States should enact a ban on owning more than two built properties per person or per company in all countries.
Prohibiting more than two properties built per person globally should be a priority for the

11

UN to properly regulate the World Real Estate Fund.

Kenny, Charles. Construction, Corruption, and Developing Countries. World Bank Policy Research Working Paper 4271, June 2007.
<http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/571281468137721953/pdf/wps4271.pdf>
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F|r
against
damaging
production
attitudes
“I’m not rich enough to buy cheap things”!
Produce living green stuff, not dead technology!
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fight | revolution against
damaging production attitudes
Earth is evidently in chaos
Call for historical radical changes: Hard industries must transform to soft ones, transportation and telecommunication,
info technology production must be minimized.
Overconsumption and over production abolished.

UN tasks:
All states governments should start in 2020 to forbid profit. That is the base for going towards good.
Then they must start to dissemble big corporations into
balanced - environmentally friendly (sustainable) small sized smart family manufactures.
Food industries rearranged to smart balanced - environmentally friendly (sustainable) farms.
Packaging of food into smaller packets then 50 kg/l should be forbidden.
People should buy all things with their personal reusable bags, bottles, boxes.
Transportation should be very limited.
Transportation for work purposes should be banned. Proper planning - live where your work is or work where you live.
Use of all unnatural materials should be banned by 2050. Chemical plants should be closed.
Any kind of weapon productions should be forbidden, terminated and eliminated.
Exploitation of renewable sources such as ground water should be banned.
All animal industrial farms should be closed and replaced by small eco family farms.
Vehicle industry should be downsized to essential. Pharmaceutical plants should be banned from use of artificial substances.
All production doing experiments on animals should be closed permanently.
All techno giants should be very limitated. We do not need more technology, we need more nature.
Personal use of technology equipment should be strictly limited by government.
Personal use of sport equipment and gadgets should be very limited.
Actions of making or manufacturing from components or raw materials, it can be positively effected by 7. 7 billion of us.
3D printing should be banned. It takes peoples jobs, like robotization.
Positive nano changes will happen: Need for unnecessary infrastructure will gradually decline and be replaced with linear parks, biodiversity nurseries.
If you are an employee and you know that the company you are working for is harmful, just send information to newspapers or change job.
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Post covid - 19 world | era

New world
Order ©balanced
coexistism
Historical shift - Leaders and Governments should totally
rearrange working, survival systems and conditions of states.
Profit is forbidden.
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New world order - ©balanced coexistism
Historical shift 2020
Leaders and governments will face new responsibilities.
Politician job it can be performed by intellectuals as activity of prestige and respect.
Politian not payed job is only 4 hours daily,
because they must also as all nation take care for their ‘Personal Biodiversity Unit - PBU’, the foundation for ©Balanced Coexistism.
This way decisions for national developments will become less harmful and corrupted.
All states bureaucratic apparatuses must not exceed 1% of the state’s population.
At this moment leaders and governments has really difficult job to do.
First they need to educate themselves beyond nationalistic frames.
They need to stop thinking inside of the national box and abandon non-functional old-fashioned systems
of black/white public/private communist or capitalist ways.
Change for the better will be faster if all 7. 7 billion of us start changing our existing life patterns.
We should totally rearrange working-survival systems and conditions of states.
Now, we need to demand the foundation for ©Balanced Coexistism, a new world order.
The one and only possible way - ©Personal Biodiversity Unit - PBU, a new pattern for survival.
PBU will give the foundation of totally new daily life for humans.
Nations must first be taught about these righteous directions
and become aware of entirely new daily-bases-moves.
We live in a world with experience of COVID-19 virus for which there is no cure,
and this is the easiest exercise for leaders and governments in comparison what awaits us with climate breakdown.
Now is the time when governments, in conjunction with large corporations around the world,
should take the right, moral, ethical and appropriate directions.
This is the moment when existing large corporations have to disintegrate,
furthermore profits and accumulated wealth should immediately be earmarked for Universal Basic Income - UBI.
CEOs should be given honourable recognition because their mentality has been validated by past philosophies as a success.
Governments should start to propagate appropriateness | appropriate technologies
with the main definition ‘Small is beautiful’ (people matter),
which comes so ironically from one smart economist.
‘Production by the masses, not mass production’ is another one of his statements.
If only there would be 50% such economists on the planet, we would be half saved.
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Restructure of existing welfare system
Working more than 8 hours is forbidden.
Automation and AI is highly reduced.
Competition is off.
Profit is forbidden.
There is no real estate term - all land belongs to planet Earth. People are guests on it.
Only one happy job per person is guaranteed.
One child per family recommended.
Universal Basic Income - UBI is implemented in 2020 worldwide.
UBI has widespread support from professional economists from 1995.
Inside Balanced Coexistism, we have three types of personal income: Universal Basic state Income UBI,
possible land-friendly income (small green business at the person's choice),
and a wage to work in the job for which s/he was educated or trained.
This creative green Personal Triple Income PTI will have positive effects on pension and tax policies.
The agreed difference in financial income between the richest and poorest person in the world should not be more than 777 times.
Professional work (job) from PBU home is highly encouraged.
Four-hour workday must be spent in
in conjunction with the indigenous living creatures/nature for which s/he is responsible.
Economists may interpret this as Earth natural tax.
A person may have adequate financial income from activity on
but not more than his Universal Basic Income UBI.
Two to four-hour workday can be perform somewhere else by personal profession.
The 100 anniversary of Labour Day, is an ideal milestone for this positive change.
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Post covid - 19 world | era

©personal
Biodiversity UnitPBU
the foundation for ©Balanced Coexistism
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©Personal biodiversity unit - pbu 2020
the foundation for ©Balanced Coexistism

General conditions of ©PBU inside new world order
©PBU is a whole new world of living and working standards for third millennium.
When a citizen is born, each country/state in the world
provides her/ him with ©Personal Biodiverse Unit - PBU, 150m2 of living space - 50m2 of indoor 100m2 of outdoor space.
©Personal Biodiverse Unit - PBU must contain at least 7 species of indigenous flora and at least 7 species of indigenous fauna.
Each individual is legally responsible for their own small universe of biodiversity.
PBU is not (at no circumstances) build as new, so it will not occupy no new natural site, land, place, location from 2020.
All PBUs on planet are existing rearranged buildings/structures of all types.
World fund of all buildings types must be restructured, renovated, redirected according to PBU needs.
We do not built new, we renovate/innovate - WE RENOINNO!
Specific conditions of PBU
Personal Biodiversity Unit PBU cannot be sold for money, it can be only exchanged for another PBU anywhere on planet.
As a ‘real estate’ in old thinking it has no value. All land belongs to planet Earth.
PBU value is in its added value that means in how good condition is the fauna and flora on it
along with (small green business) program attached.
This will present value for ‘goods exchange’ or money exchange.
Consequences of implementation of Personal Biodiversity Unit PBU
Office spaces, industries, etc will be 50% less occupied (let's take aside special situation during a pandemic),
that means that they can be gradually redefined (relieved).
Former poorly, unsustainably planned working spaces will gradually transform in green mix with urban personal biodiversity units - uPBU.
All kind of Industries will be able to produce less, but more quality products which will cause less pollution.
People will live healthier, more dynamic and less harmful.
Personal Biodiversity Units will automatically create some self-sufficiency, consequently less short distance transports will be used.
The world will no longer need so many artificial sports facilities and sports equipment,
because people will be moving daily in touch with nature on fresh air.
People will be partly but still daily in meaningful connection with land, animals and plants.
There will be less stress.
Less stress will lead to less need for medicine and hospitals.
People will live with more empathy, more respect for wildlife.
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There will be less need for wars.
Connected daily with nature, people will travel less. There will be less long distance transports.
Priority of one human life will no longer be running after money to provide basic things.
Priority of one human life will be no longer to find (impossible) job.
Priority of one human life will be to concentrate of what is really important in life.
Education
Because (possible) parents will be 50% at PBU home, child can be home-educated if they want so.
Older and young generation will co-exist on
There is no obligatory primary schools, but new system of quality teaching inside PBU communities.
PBU is Climate solution
There will be less need for over-consumption, over-exploitation, and environmental devastation.
The daily race for money, success, development, profit and need for environmentally harmful (large) families (of hungry) children will calm down.
People/economy will be relieved, and 20 century biggest mistakes will soon be forgotten.
There will be no overheating of the planet Earth.
No overpopulation …
A happy life on Earth in connection with nature.
Types of PBUs
Former ‘urban’ buildings/structures become new Urban PBUs
Former ‘rural’ buildings/structures become new Rural PBUs
Personal Biodiversity Units PBUs are:
- Continent Original CO (culture: language, religion, cuisine, social habits, music and arts)
- Climate Specific CS (temperature, air pressure, humidity, precipitation, sunshine, cloudiness, and winds, altitude)
- Geographic Information System GIS (spatial, geographic data maps) dependent creations.
We declare these three attribute groups as three main rules.
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Post covid - 19 world | era

World first

©personal
Biodiversity UnitPBU
the foundation for ©Balanced Coexistism
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First world Personal Biodiversity Unit PBU
It is special because as precedent |invention | prototype. It was not made by local people but influenced by them.
It is not ideally eco-friendly redesigned because of unclear ownership. It was created without support of new world order Balanced Coexistism.
In spite of that, world first PBU as the invention and real life experiment is 5 years old.
Experiment is successful and as such, it calls for a massive expansion of the idea.
Continent original CO (mix languages, no commonly-known religion, worlds cuisine but meat/fish only once or twice per week,
talking with fauna and flora species on PBU, inviting friends on PBU lunches, dinners and tea parties,
listening and making some of music, strong activity on art and design making)
- Climate Specific CS (Sub Saharan country with hot semi-arid climate,
temperatures from 3 to 35 degrees Celsius, low humidity 10 months (dry season),
high humidity 2 months (rainy season), precipitation/annual rainfall 60 mm sunshine 13 months per year,
cloudiness low, winds sometimes stronger, African highlands 2100 m above sea level)
- Geographic Information System GIS (indoor spaces (one level) existing house ‘villa type’ 95m2 / 257m3,
in-between spaces (verandas) 32m2, age 15 years,
outdoor space - lavish garden 355m2
Indoor Structure: concrete, wood, steel, stone, corrugated metal. Indoor surface materials: teracco, cement, wood, glass
World first PBU site of 488m2 is on one level in the city of approximately 300 000 people.
Local basic goods shop is in 10 m distance. Public transport point 1 km away.
World first PBU 52 different flora species
(common names instead of Latin will be used suitable for wider public)
outdoor green structure and surfaces: 5 date palms, 2 mexican fan palm, dragon tree (dracaena cochinchinensis), vine,
3 (pink) guava trees, flamboyant trees, vernonia tree, pepper tree, 4 casimiroa tree, 2 southern silky oaks, 3 alpine brush, 2 juniper trees, pine tree,
avocado tree, mango tree, banana tree, 3 bougainvillea, 2 lantana bushes, 2 pelargonia bushes, tea rose bush, 2 aloe veras, 4 candelabra trees, 2 oleanders, 4 agave cactuses,
papyrus, canna lily, baby sun rose, strelitzia, hibiscuses, 2 elephant ear plants, 10 types of succulents - ghost plant, finger jade, crassula ovata,
chandelier plants, 2 fox tail agaves, elephant bush, song of india, peperomia jade plants, snake plant, pencil cactus,
tree houseleek, campfire plant, pen wiper plant, tree tobacco, pigmy weeds,
boat lily, purple hearts, rosemary, pepper mint, chicory salad, 3 grass species, weeds, etc
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World first PBU 76 fauna species / wildlife
(common names instead of Latin will be used suitable for wider public)
Permanent (daily) outdoor bio structure and surfaces: eclipse leopard geckos, lizards, african black small ants, medium orange ants,
termites, many species of insects mostly not harmful,
more than 10 species of african pollinators, more than 10 species of day-time and night-time butterflies, more than 5 species of african beetles
african citril, greater blue-eared starling, ankober serin, red-cheeked cordon-bleu, paradise flycatcher, african collared dove,
dusky turtle dove, red-eyed dove, laughing dove, speckled pigeon, white wing collared dove, speckled mouse bird, european black kite,
cillared sunbird, variable sunbird, white-bellied sunbird, streaky canary, red-billed firefinch, cut-throat waxbill, reichenow’s weaver,
lesser masked weaver, village weaver southern race, and grey headed sparrow
temporary (seasonal): green fringed bug, straw-coloured fruit bat, little bee eater, white-billed starling, african grey hornbill,
african hoopoe, cinnamon-chested bee eater, black-collared barbet, tropical boubou, mocking cliff chat, silverbird,
scarlet-chested sunbird, beautiful sunbird
rare visits: abyssinian genet, ring-tailed lemur, olive baboon, ankole watusi,
World first PBU domestic animals
Permanent (daily): abyssinian male cat
Temporary: abyssinian cats, hens, chickens
Plumbing, electrical and heating support of World first PBU’s indoor spaces
PBU gets water from municipality once a week or once in 14 days. Water scarcity is huge.
PBU has its water storage tanks 3800 m3.
Electricity is available 80% of time. Internet is available 50% of time.
Cooking is possible on electricity stove and gas cylinder.
Hot water is provided from two boilers, one in kitchen and one in bathroom.
Natural climate conditions requires heating 30% of time.
This is temporary solved with electric heathers.
World first PBU metabolism
It has septic tank, and rainwater from the roof is led to the garden.
PBU residents eat mainly vegetable, fruits, cereals and legumes and recycle all organic waste into compost (soil conditioner).
90% of local food offer is unpacked therefore artificial waste is minimized.
There is also no food waste. What we buy, prepare or cook is 100% eaten.
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World first PBU foot print
It is far from ideal. All electricity and heating sourcing needs to be changed to solar and passive solar.
Roof water harvesting (rainy season) need to be constructed as support system.

World first PBU time usage
Till now, the time usage of space as important spatial factor, was worldwide neglected.
It shows our general spatial economy and relevance of built spaces on planet Earth,
the justification that artificial space can even exist.
Indoor spaces
Daytime 50% of time (except holidays - EH). Night time 94 % of time (EH).
In-between spaces
Daytime 15% of time (EH). Night time 2 % of time (EH).
Outdoor spaces
Daytime 15% of time (EH). Night time 2 % of time (EH).
Absence daytime 20%, night time 2% (EH).
*residents would spent even more time in the PBU outdoor spaces, if there would not be so much dust in the air,
because generally all city is under construction.
Future Timeline for balanced coexistism and personal biodiversity unit
We do not think that, in the historical time frame new world order Balanced Coexistism with Personal Biodiversity Unit - PBU
is the final and eternal lasting system.
But we are convinced that in the coming decades is the only possible quality solution
for the climate crisis, the planet and the Earth's overpopulation of 7.7 billion people.
When the planet is balanced in the future,
the new world order will be welcome.
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UN

Most important must provide for states a sustainable model
for starting the process of population decline in all of 195 countries in the world, today.

Appropriate
technologies
| AT
As we can witness on the Earth every second,
greed in humans is greater than wisdom,
and great ideas such as ‘AT’ die if they are not legislated.
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Appropriate technologies
6 green rules of appropriate technologies are deriving from Schumacher's philosophy is one of "enoughness".
His book Small is beautiful is an inspiration for how the world can become justice place.
There is the whole science about appropriate technology, but basic rules are the following.

Small is beautiful empowerment of people.
Small-scale applying to any economy field, infrastructure, production etc.
Decentralized Distributed or delegated away from a central. Urbanization,
endless urban expansion are wrong, concentrated industries are harming, etc.

Labour-intensive Work has such a narrative that consumes a lot of people for a long time.
Automation, robotization are in stark contrast to sustainability.

Energy-efficient Totally necessary but highly polemical because there is no omelette without a broken egg.
No renewable energy will help if the humanity will take drastic measures.
Here I would like to point out that there is no such thing as zero-energy building/structure.
This is one of the most misleading and destructive politics of western illusions.

Environmentally sound or friendly Minimal, or no harm upon ecosystems or the environment.
Will be hard to achieve, because that standard can achieve only tribes.

Locally autonomous Local production and consumption of goods. No intercontinental exploitation of goods.
No harmful transportation.
Are you ready?
Indian ideological leader Mahatma Gandhi is often cited as the "father" of the appropriate technology movement.
Gandhi advocated for small, local and predominantly village-based technology to help India's villages become self-dependent.
He disagreed with the idea of technology that benefited a minority of people at the expense of the majority
or that people would be out of work to increase profits.
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Also
planet Earth
needs to breath,
eat & digest
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Also planet Earth needs to breath, eat & digest,

as we human beings.
What we feed planet Earth with are tons of plastics, millions of cubic meters of concrete, toxic gases, tons of chemical substances, radioactive garbage.
Earth metabolism is producing negative energy effects. Earth does not feel so good about the food we give to her at these days,
so she is belching, sneezing, vomiting, she has diarrhea, she is breathing heavily and will soon become unconscious.
But her body will not stop working, it will continue to function for billions of years,
its metabolism will digest the human race.
NO WE WON’T movement climate nano transformers
We have definitely entered a new phase of planetary history - the Anthropocene epoch.
We live on Earth in chaos where a small change can give rise to a big tidal wave.
We are butterflies. With a simple movement like that of a wrong flapping wing we can give a rise to a tornado somewhere else.
But be not a butterfly of chaos, but a butterfly of movement ‘No we won’t’ and make effects towards balance.
The circle is closing. We are at the end or at beginning.
We are at the end of insane hardware development and at the beginning of software primary beautiful life.
As Morpheus then offers Neo two options: “You take the blue pill — the story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe whatever you want to believe.
You take the red pill — you stay in Wonderland, and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes.”12
Now is the time when 7. 7 billion climate nano transformations must occur.
I launched mine.

If you are,
invent your climate nano transformation
And
join the NO WE WON’T movement.
Become climate nano transformer
and
change your direction towards a balanced humanity,
today!

12
Wachowski, Lana and Wachowski, Lily. The Matrix. Science fiction action film, BFI Film Classics,
directed by as The Wachowski Brothers, performance by Keanu Reeves, Laurence Fishburne, Carrie-Anne Moss, Hugo Weaving and Joe Pantoliano. Warner Bros, USA, 1999.
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My
climate
nano
transformation
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my Climate nano transformation
I was brought up in upper middle class intellectual family.
Father did his postgraduate studies in Manchester, England, mother also graduated in German and French in Ljubljana.
Parents and grandparents financially did well.
While I was growing up, I didn't lack anything. We skied in the Alps every winter with the latest fashionable ski equipment
and every summer during the summer holidays we swam on the Adriatic coast. That was the Yugoslav standard. During the year we spent almost every afternoon
on grandfather’s ‘sheriff ‘style wooden weekend house inspired by Hollywood Western movies near capital in wild nature. Every leisure activity there
was associated with plants or gardening, mushroom picking, hiking in the woods, orchards, picnics. It was daily full contact with nature.
At the time I started to study, I wanted to travel abroad. So did I, and by the end of my postgraduate studies I had already travelled
to 41 countries on 4 continents. Partly to educate myself better, partly to really explore the continents.
When I started living on my own at the beginning of my university studies and had to buy things on my own,
I became aware of how many things13 a Westerner needed to be able to integrate into upper middle-class society. A brand new car of course; for decades,
I drove my grandfather's oldtimer Opel 1967 and in the eyes of many I looked weird. Over the years I have watched people buy tons
of sports equipment and accessories because they don't look like modern boys or girls without it. Endless number of household utensils,
boats, hiking gear ... I was starting to really object to the idea that man needed so many things. Even the Central European capitalist-oriented government
of the newly-born state encouraged people to endless never-ending afternoon shopping after a busy day.
I always hated shopping, any kind of shopping, whether it's food or something seasonal or something. During my ten years of study,
I saw all of Europe, and I travelled a third of the Western American countries. I was in India on a study tour of architecture in Rajasthan,
which at the end of the second millennium gave me a rare insight as a trip back to the past how people lived thousands and thousands of years ago.
I started exploring the North African countries and travelled across the Sahara desert countries, I went to assorted countries several times,
each year for at least a month of exploring Sahara wilderness.
With these long trips into beautiful ‘nothingness’ of nature, I quickly realized how polluted Europe is.
Everywhere roads, everywhere houses, everywhere industries, everywhere electric cables, everywhere bridges,
and everywhere plastic yachts on Mediterranean coasts, everywhere something human. A really unnecessary things
for balanced Earth Like Me - environmentally friendly life.
I was thinking. Beautiful Europe, not really. But comfortable European life. To some limit. Maybe.
I always knew that there is enough people on the world.
I was disgusted by idea of my country’s government to extra financially support families who wanted to have another third or fourth,
or even seventh or eighth child.
As a scientist in my field of built environment, I can say that my government in Central Europe,
is completely interested in destroying genuine nature locations with new buildings, rather than renovating a huge arsenal
of outdated 466 344 non-functional and semi-abandoned residential real estate,
covering one hundred percent of the housing needs of 2 million people.
Unfortunately, for the sake of profit, someone has to do harmful business ventures!
13

Minimalism: A Documentary About the Important Things, documentary, directed by Matt D'Avella, performance by Dan Harris, Ryan Nicodemus, Rick Hanson. Catalyst, UK, 2015.
< https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3810760/>
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Soon when I started my own business, I realized, that I’m living in golden cage.
I was doing very well, I was independent, I was my own boss, I was doing high end professional projects for my clients,
but I was not enough predatory to become ‘rich’, so the circle is closed.
I wasn't ready to work 20 hours work day. You know how they say you wake up, you go to work,
you eat and you go to the toilet, you go to sleep and everything same again next day. For what purpose?
And I observed people at same ages as me. They were copies of their/our parents, only now not anymore in socialistic environment sphere,
but in early capitalistic idyllic illusion. This illusion was and still is - the more I work, the more I will prosper.
NO!
Soon, Europe was plunged into economic crisis because America let some selfish economic and financial jerks destroy the global economy.
My country was no exception. Of course, you've all seen the story of wild corruption and fraud on Wall Street, in the movie The Wolf of Wall Street 14.
People in my country were out of their minds ready to "eat s..t in this stormy crisis, people became completely crazy.
It was no longer common sense, but merely political corruption and chaos.
Even today, five years later, in the middle of Europe, these destructive processes are still going on
under the guise of a "structural change, privatization, development, economic growth".
Who wants another highly educated free thinker?
World just needs the next modern and reliable slave to work for another profitable and Earth-damaging corporation.
And I was thinking. Here is this world which has everything and I mean really everything, but is in crisis.
The most educated people within this richest societies in the world are hungry!
Educated people within this richest societies in the world are without jobs!
But I knew about this other world, which by Western standards has nothing.
Western standards that are no longer healthy and soon to be so outdated (it is happening right now in Covid-19 pandemic),
that every Westerner will want to be a poor farmer in some pristine corner of the world.
If there will remain some leftovers of wild and unspoiled healthy world, ha!
After many years of travel and observations, this other (undeveloped) world still possess everything by my opinion.
Unspoiled wilderness, healthy soil, clean air and clean water.
And I moved with my husband to one of the poorest countries in the world to live in a sub-Saharan landscape
and started the movement 'NO WE WON'T'.

Dominika Batista
first climate Nano transformer
For
Earth like me
14 Belfort, Jordan. The Wolf of Wall Street. Bantam; Reprint edition, 2008.
The Wolf of Wall Street, movie, directed by Martin Scorsese, performance by Leonardo DiCaprio, Jonah Hill, Margot Robbie. Red Granite Pictures, Appian Way, Sikelia Productions, EMJAG Productions, 2015.
< https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0993846/>
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My new ecological footprint
Let us analyse my new way of life style here in Africa.
What kind of ecological footprint gives to our common ‘real estate’ Earth?
I do not have car. I joke, that I have a driver, because I use always the same one reliable ‘bajaj’/’ tuk-tuk’ chauffeur.
He also does the shopping once to three times per week.
I work at home three of five days per week. I go to university contact hours once or twice a week.
My husband and I live in a small house with a large garden. Electricity is not always available. Water is also not always available.
Internet in our house is available about 50 % of time.
In the large garden and orchard, we produce only small quantities of food, which is some salad, spices and indigenous guava and very special casimiroa fruits.
So we’re only minimum self-sustainable, we depend on local farmers.
We have four fruit trees that produce quite a bit of seasonal fruit, but not nearly enough to meet our needs.
In the garden we carefully cultivate a large number of native plant subtropical species that contribute to biodiversity, and this gives us great pleasure.
We mostly cook at home and our meals contain predominantly vegetables, sometimes (once or twice a week) meat or fish.
Most restaurant food is problematic due to hygiene issues and very primary chef knowledge.
If possible we travel two times per year out of the country or out of Africa.
We hired three locals, a chauffeur, a gardener and home help. This is how we contribute to society.
There are no vacuum cleaners, no washing machines or dishwashers,
and the shops are free of packaged food.
We believe that moving to Africa has helped to make the world more balanced.
However, when I tested my eco-footprint on an internet calculator,
I still use almost 1,7 earth with my African lifestyle.
When we tested the environmental footprint of my 10 master students' lifestyle on the same calculator,
only one of them was the least harmful and the result was 1,2 use of Earth.
This person, never travels anywhere, lives with his parents,
and eats only local food. But still not enough for Earth to survive.
To my idea, we then simulated life
in a "Smart Shelter 777"15 - this is a rural "biodiversity unit" design
with a maximum size of 200m2, which should include at least as much outdoor space,
employ 7 people and care for 7 plants and 7 fauna.
And the results were more favourable for our planet.

15

Batista D., Appropriate Architecture Technology: strategic sustainable arch-tech for Ethiopia, 2018. <https://arhisektura.wixsite.com/timeless-shelter-777>
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world’s Libra the symbol
of justified equilibrium
Now I'm more than five years away from the group of trees,
and therefore I see more clearly every tree and the whole forest. Living in a barefoot tribal society
shows me the enormous imbalance between the countries of the world and the abyss is evident every second.
But the biggest and most critical is the unbalance of meat mass vs green mass on planet. The leftover of wild nature cannot sustain us 7,7 billion people.
Insane multiplication of people is base of all dally problems.
Beside this main problem of kind of greedy unbalances are present.
On one side of the world is too much of unhealthy processed food, too much bottled water, too much production of electricity.
On the other side, not enough food, not enough water, not enough electricity.
‘Open hunt’ called business opportunities from predatory governments/coorporations,
is performing every minute from already more than enough rich and ‘developed’ countries, only for more money.
Towards what goal, I’m asking again?
Earth in chaos: I am very convinced that this sub-Saharan state which I live in could be as heaven on Earth as most undeveloped sub-Saharan countries.
They have missed over a thousand years of Western development. They have almost no industry that causes environmental pollution like
thermal power and nuclear power plants, highways, chemical and other high pollution industries.
80% of the people live like farmers on totally eco depending conditions. The climate is near to perfect.
The only problem is that they multiply beyond any reasonable limit, the wrong types of developments are taking place
and heaven on earth is about to become another messed up country.
They have a poor knowledge and the government has also outdated one.
The government is convinced that they need to achieve what Europe or America achieved,
but they do not realize, that that train already drove away 50 years ago.
The saddest part is that the developed world encourages them and "financially helps" them into the abyss.
Let’s exchange all the population of Europe and Africa and leave them to live starting with present conditions for 100 years.
What would European mind do with real estate and resources of Africa at this point of awareness
about ecological crisis and ecological emergency and sustainable?
And what would African mind do in another 100 years with all ‘richness’ of the European world?
In my opinion, the population of both continents lives in a kind of self-contained illusion or complete blindness, and
neither of them see them sail at high speed towards the point of no return, let alone to see solutions to save the planet.
Even the most poor country population thinks it deserves more money.
They do not realize they are already rich. 80% of the rural population lives fabulously on unspoiled land and is self-sufficient.
This is gold. Farmers are heroes. With appropriate technologies they can become heaven on Earth.
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But the government rather following thinking into the western abyss.
They do not need more money. What they need is more knowledge. Because with money they gain they do even greater damage to the environment.
My experience: I’m a witnesses to that damages on small and large scale. How chances for Personal Biodiversity Units are ruined?
For example, our neighbours in this poor sub-Saharan country, are one of the middle class richer families with six children.
On a 625-square-meter lot, they used to own a 100-square-meter house in the past. Beautiful sustainable design, all rooms connected to the big outdoors.
A good habitat principle that suits their culture for living in the yard. It could become true ‘Personal Biodiversity Unit’. Such a house could be sufficient.
But they destroyed a large garden and built a 300-square-meter two-story house there.
Likewise almost all the owners of a large city neighbourhood forced by government.
From outside it looks the same like luxurious western house. Do they use it properly? They still cook under a tree outside the house,
since the large kitchen area does not have any water drainage installation. They bath outside in large rusty metal baths,
because inside is always cold and no one can do plumbing.
By the order of the religious calendar, they slaughter animals for meat behind our common wall.
The only thing they use is huge living room for watching television. Of course, they have a brand new car, an old house to rent, and they are building two more houses.
So one family produced three unnecessary, totally unsustainable functional dead concrete cubes they do not need
and they do not know how to use it.
But in their eyes they are without reservation successful happy family.
This dangerous pattern is irreversibly multiplying in the environment and the government is encouraging it with a big spoon.
So here I am, on this African continent, in a part of the Earth that couldn't be more balanced - environmentally friendly (sustainable) than it is,
and I lecture European high standard knowledge at university.
Do they want to receive it? Hardly. 5-10% of the students yes. But there is the whole sphere of ‘already made’ local professionals and academic professional,
who already think they know. But they do not. And that this is really sad to see, as they are dangerously quickly destroying this authentic and not yet polluted environment.
So they are obsessed with the Western 'golden' lifestyle, that they copy things brutally the same way.
As a result, these African human distortions will do so much short-term damage and the environment that Europe may not have caused to the environment in 2000 years.
That is why I am advocating that no Western development as we know it
so far is good for a balanced - environmentally friendly preservation of this part of the world.
It is necessary to preserve these countries, such as the last green zones of the only ‘real estate owned by mankind’, Planet Earth.
Now, on the one hand, we have a Western world that has to "break down" into this balanced - environmentally friendly (sustainable) world, as Africa already is.
And we have this other ‘undeveloped’ that should be persuaded to use only the most advanced Western-developed eco-techniques to maintain its sustainability.
Who will do it?
Where are these kind and decent leaders,
without any greed and with the ability to focus this great knowledge to persuade nations to a new way of life on planet Earth?
Planting trees will not be enough to save Earth. Leaders have proven they cannot save Earth.

WE will be world’s Libra IN movement ‘No we won’t’.
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